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Were all humanity a single nation state, the present North/South divide would make it an unviable, semi-feudal entity, split by internal
conflicts. Its small part [one fifth] is advanced, prosperous, powerful; its much bigger part [the other four fifths] is underdeveloped, poor,
powerless. A nation so divided within itself would be recognized as inherently unstable. A world so divided should likewise be recognized
as inherently unstable. And the position is worsening, not improving.

South Commission, The Challenge to the South, p. 21

W
e live in “one world.” The globe is an ecological
whole, sufficiently connected that it is now pos-
sible to envision climate changes and catastro-

phes that affect the entire planet.2 The world’s economy is
increasingly becoming interconnected. Human beings rec-
ognize a common humanity, including a body of human
rights. But we are not the “single nation state” hypoth-
esized by the South Commission. We are divided into
many peoples, governed by the slightly more than the 191
states recognized by the United Nations as members. But
the existence of many peoples does not answer the nor-
mative questions implicit in the South Commission’s warn-
ing. Should we be trying to govern the one world as if we
were one people—and take on the task of building a sin-
gle stable world order, bridging the divides between the
much better-off top fifth and much less well-off bottom
four-fifths? Or, should the one world be governed as if it
were two sets of peoples, one set free and the other not?
Or, should a third order shape the world, one that encom-

passes many peoples who develop the rules, agreements
and accommodations that are needed to keep those peo-
ples at peace where possible and promote mutually advan-
tageous cooperation, while taking those measures that
address the emergencies and extremes to which all decent
states would concur?

I propose both to give an account of why it is that John
Rawls, the most prominent political philosopher of egal-
itarian justice in our time, came to the last conclusion—
many peoples—and why it is that his conclusion seems
justifiable. His criteria and categories, presented as hypo-
thetical by him, do have real world referents, but their
practical reach is quite limited. His conclusions are rea-
sonable from two points of view: his work is both princi-
pled and practical, even though it is not complete—
principled because it corresponds with the priority Rawls
places on liberty, and practical because existing states, if
motivated by liberty, can actually abide by these princi-
ples. But it is not complete; some of his general principles
might lead to less international toleration and greater redis-
tribution than the argument in The Law of Peoples suggests.

That Rawls’s argument has proven controversial is evi-
denced in the contrary conclusions reached by numerous
of Rawls’s closest interlocutors. Some “cosmopolitan” crit-
ics, such as Charles Beitz, Thomas Pogge, and many more
see themselves as applying the core ideas of Rawls’s domes-
tic conceptions of justice to the wider world. Others, such
as Peter Singer, adopt different but equally cosmopolitan
foundations.3 Other “neo-Kantian” liberals, including
myself, have employed liberal conceptions to justify a view
of international distributive justice that distinguishes rela-
tions among liberal states, where standards of distributive
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justice can apply, from relations between liberals and non-
liberals, where distributive justice does not.4

“Justice as Fairness.”
In his magisterial A Theory of Justice, Rawls explained how
separate individuals could converge on agreed standards
for what is fair for the overall distribution of rights and
valued primary goods.

How do we decide what is a fair set of standards? Rawls
said that we should contemplate a hypothetical contract.5

That is, what should be agreed to by free individuals under
conditions of impartiality, the Rawlsian “veil of igno-
rance”? If individuals had to agree to govern their lives
and prospects, not knowing each other’s identities—class,
talents, race, religion, tastes—and yet knew that they would
have to live together, be dependent on each other for pro-
tection, economic production, and the products of social
cooperation, what principles of justice would they choose
to regulate the basic features of public life?

Rawls says we should choose two sets of basic princi-
ples, the first being Maximum Equal Liberty and second,
Equal Opportunity and the “Difference Principle.” Lib-
erty is prior. Even from a self-interested point of view, we
have a stake in equal liberty for all. If, after the veil of
ignorance was lifted, it turned out that we were part of a
minority, we wouldn’t want to be oppressed by tyranny,
even by democratic majority tyranny. So we would insist
on civil liberties, such as constitutional protections of free
speech, religion, and assembly. For matters not protected
by basic liberties we would want democratic government
so that our voices would be equal. Second, we would require
Equal Opportunity and the Difference Principle. That is,
we would want income distributed so that (a) it was open
to fair competition (no discrimination) and (b) we would
all receive equal income, unless differences in income helped
the people at the bottom of the social ladder improve their
condition. That is, we would reward the long hard work
of surgeons with an income high enough to attract enough
skilled practitioners away from sunbathing because, unlike
sunbathing, surgery helps those needing medical care. We
all would want the “difference principle” because we, too,
might turn out to be among the poorest, least able, severely
ill or handicapped, after the lifting of the veil.

These highly egalitarian principles, Rawls said, apply only
to domestic society. In an incomplete argument in the Theory
of Justice, Rawls said that international relations should be
governed by traditional international law (the legalist par-
adigm, no aggression, etc.) and just redistribution should
be in the domain of domestic determination.6

One World, “One People”—Global
Justice as Fairness
Despite Rawls’s brief rejection of international extension
in A Theory of Justice that his principles warrant global

application, many argue for just such an extension of his
domestic theory.7 The inherent universality of principles
of equal consideration, maximum equal liberty, and respect
for the values embodied in human rights might suggest
that these principles deserved global extension. Like the
U.S. Constitution’s guarantee of citizenship and its basic
privileges and immunities to all persons under its jurisdic-
tion, born or naturalized in the United States, as well the
guarantee of equal protection of the laws (Fourteenth
Amendment),8 so, one might assume, the equal liberties
embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
would apply to all persons globally and be enforced. So,
too, one could imagine that republican (representative)
government (Art IV:4), which the Constitution guaran-
tees to every U.S. state, should be guaranteed—that is,
extended —to every nation state.

Similar extensions could govern distributive principles.
Indeed, Charles Beitz, Thomas Pogge and others have rea-
sonably objected that Rawls assumes unwarrantedly that
societies are self-sufficient in international relations. Instead,
they argue, societies are interdependent. So like interdepen-
dent individuals, nations who trade, invest, borrow and
yet are unequal must redistribute goods fairly. Moreover,
they must consider that—like the endowments or talents
of the hypothetical domestic original condition—national
natural resources are arbitrary from a moral point of view.9

The U.S. has done nothing to deserve ownership of the
fertile Great Plains, Mesabi iron ore, and West Virginia
coal fields, while the Sahelians deserve only the encroach-
ing desert sands.

By analogy the world, too, needs a hypothetical social
contract in order to redistribute justly the products of
social interdependence. We then should distribute goods
behind a veil of ignorance as if we also did not know of
which country we would find ourselves a citizen. The impli-
cations are unclear. How much would the wealthy have to
tax themselves to implement a global difference principle
in which all incomes were distributed in such a fashion
that inequalities were permitted only to the extent that
they served the needs of the world’s least advantaged? How-
ever indistinct in its details it might appear, such a calcu-
lus would seem to give rise to a large duty to redistribute
income to the poor across the globe. It would also involve
ignoring, for distributive purposes, a world of many peo-
ples and treating the world, for economic purposes, as if it
were one people.

Peter Singer in a classic article draws on different foun-
dational assumptions, adding a utilitarian argument that
we should base our distribution of goods on values that
are common to all mankind, i.e., saving lives, avoiding
harm. Liberal and cosmopolitan in its assumptions, it treats
all humanity as ends, irrespective of state borders or class
division.10

Singer, in the midst of a Bengal famine, writing in 1971
focused on the most desperate problem of international
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distributive justice—the plight of the starving. Of course
many other disasters have come since and there are more
than enough crises to spark our continuing concern. He
says that charity is not a sign of generosity, but an imper-
ative duty of justice. And this point he makes in an unfor-
gettable analogy.

Imagine walking by a shallow pool of water and seeing
a two-year-old child drowning in it. What should you do?
Obviously, you should walk in and save the child. And so,
just that simply, you should aid people starving in the
world.11

But many would object:

a. Starving people are foreigners, or are on the other
side of the world.

b. Other people don’t provide aid; why should I?
c. I can’t end the starvation unless all the rich also aid.
d. Aid is costly; I don’t have enough to spare and still

meet my other needs.
e. It’s government’s—my country’s—responsibility, not

my personal responsibility.

Singer takes up each of the objections in turn.

a. Foreigners. Would it make a difference if it’s not
your child in the pool? Or if it takes place not in
your hometown? Obviously not.

b. Other people don’t aid the starving, so why should
I? Would it make a difference if three other people
were standing around doing nothing?

c. Too many people are starving; I can’t save them all?
What if there are ten children drowning, and you
cannot save them all. Shouldn’t you save as many as
you can?

d. Too costly to aid the starving? What if you are wear-
ing your best dress or suit, should you still jump in?
Of course.

e. It is a government responsibility? Yes, but if lifeguards
aren’t present should you shrug your shoulders?

A stronger objection is “What if it is truly costly?” Sup-
pose the children are swept away in a deep, raging river
and rescue is a risk to your own life. Then, Singer at last
acknowledges, it seems different. There is no moral obli-
gation; instead, rescue becomes an act for heroes.

But how much risk, or cost, is less than life-threatening?
Singer argues that for a pure utilitarian, it is up to the
point that your own life is also at risk. This means that
one should, if necessary, reduce your real income to the
poverty or starvation level. Mother Theresa, thus, was doing
the right thing, but are any of the rest of us? Singer then
provides a more accommodating version of his ethic. He
suggests that at least we should reduce our income signif-
icantly in order to offer assistance—that is, by 40 percent,
30 percent, or 20 percent. Or, at the very least, we should
do something—agitate, petition, or try to persuade the

government to supplement our efforts to aid the world’s
desperate.

Powerful as this ethic is, it leaves many questions even
for the well intentioned. Does it apply to lesser inequality,
or does it only hold in an emergency?12 To state the charge
provocatively: do we have a moral obligation to act in
order to prevent children from perhaps becoming over-
weight when their parents allow them to consume starchy,
fatty foods? Moreover, in the less-than-clear emergencies,
do not other principles begin to have relevant weight? For
example, what if achieving justice requires radical social
change and local elites oppose this? Is military interven-
tion justified? What if foreign food assistance disrupts the
livelihood of local farmers? Is the scale of taxation just? Is
there an appropriate international institution to distribute
the aid in a way that discourages paternalism, ensures that
no one state acquires unmerited international influence,
and avoids coercion in the raising of aid and also exploi-
tation of the generous? These problems are the typical
concerns that arise in moral political practice; they acquire
additional weight as one moves away from emergency,
life-and-death situations to those of “merely” chronic
deprivation.

One World, Two Sets of Peoples:
Neo-Kantian Liberalism
One alternative to “one world” global justice—whether
Beitz’s global fairness or Singer’s utilitarian principles of
global distribution—posits two zones of world politics,
one at peace and the other not. It limits distributional
claims founded on liberal principles to the first zone, where
claims can be justified when liberty is accorded priority.13

International rights, it is argued, must be founded on
moral freedom and individual self-determination. This
foundation sustains a “democratic peace” among liberal
republics. Although states throughout history have gone
to war with each other to advance both their rational
national and non-rational governmental interests, liberal
democratic peoples have, by and large, respected each
other’s sovereignty and security. This is the argument of
the liberal, Neo-Kantian “democratic peace” thesis, which
holds that democratic peoples do not war against each
other (though they sometimes do war against non-
democratic peoples). The three reasons are that first, lib-
eral peoples are responsible to the majority of electors,
who, unlike monarchs and dictators, cannot regularly dis-
place the costs of going to war on others. If, second, those
electors respect liberal principles, they will respect the rights
of peoples similarly free to express their rights, and nego-
tiate rather than fight over differences of interest. And
third, respect for rights of property and the benefits of
commercial exchange will reinforce these moral commit-
ments.14 These Kantians do not assume that international
politics is harmonious or lacking in coordination and
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cooperation problems. They do hold that avoiding war
between liberal republics is possible because (through the
three reasons just ennumerated) it is self-enforcing—
effective without the global sovereign that Hobbesian real-
ists have argued is a necessary precondition to peace.

The neo-Kantians argue that one should not separate
the economic from the political features of a just social
order. Nonetheless, freedom is prior to wealth, just as
Rawls’s Maximum Equal Liberty is prior to the Difference
Principle. Only if the first can be secured, should one
proceed to the second.

We should recall that there are domestic exceptions to
the priority principle. Rawls and others have argued that
freedom and democratic self-determination can be com-
promised for material well-being, if the community finds
itself in a state of desperation. Then the natural principle
of justice should operate, determining that the basic min-
imum subsistence of all is the first duty of public justice.15

In cases of extreme poverty, inequality, and political
anarchy within a country, liberals can find justifiable a
developmental, redistributing dictatorship to equalize
opportunity as a necessary foundation for an eventually
just, liberal society.16

The enormous social inequalities between the richest
one-fifth and the other four-fifths of the world that char-
acterize the present international order might—however
implausibly—suggest that the same redistributive prescrip-
tion of natural justice should apply internationally.

Extended to the global scale, however, this prescription
runs up against fundamental liberal constraints. The first
objection is that it is not clear that an effective global,
liberal polity can be formed. Differing from the Utilitari-
ans and (apparently) other advocates of One World jus-
tice, no neo-Kantian liberal would want to join a “Scheme
of Global Social Cooperation” unless it included a com-
plete global social contract.17 This would need to cover a
polity establishing order and maximum equal liberty. But
under the present regime of global intentions character-
ized by national independence and cultural diversity, this
may not be possible.

Part of the problem is institutional design. Immanuel
Kant, for example, regarded global sovereignty, whether
liberal in aim or not, as equivalent to global tyranny due
to the remoteness of the representation it would entail.18

But the more fundamental problem is the absence of a
genuine sense of global community, the sense that we are
in a common social project. For a Kantian liberal, lacking
such a project, there is no duty to ensure a global differ-
ence principle without a global polity guaranteeing max-
imum equal liberty.

For some liberals, therefore, the redistribution that can
be justified on liberal-contractarian grounds does not stretch
beyond liberal government. Modern states may already be
too large for effective liberal politics; it is even harder to
argue that global government can be a liberal aim. Global

reformers need to be able to guarantee that a scheme of
global natural justice to assist the poor will end in effec-
tive, global equal liberty. Without the prospect of moral
autonomy through representative government, this form
of international redistribution is not justified on liberal
grounds.

A second objection reflects the residual insecurity of
the contemporary order. As long as there is no guarantee
of international security, indiscriminate obligations to redis-
tribute substantial amounts of income and resources
(including redistribution to potential security threats) can-
not be justified.19 Obliging Japan to tax itself for China or
Israel for Syria, or even the United States for Cuba indi-
rectly threatens the rights of individuals within these states
to promote their territorial integrity and political indepen-
dence. And a third objection is raised by the domestic
tyranny that characterizes some of the states of the poorer
countries. No distribution that serves to fund tyrannies,
such as Joseph-Desiré Mobutu’s long exploitation of Zaire,
and thus indirectly supports the oppression of peoples,
could be justified. Although nongovernmental organiza-
tions can partially bypass those tyrannies, the tyrannies do
limit how much can be justly transferred.

And, lastly, additional concerns arise at the individual
level. The priority of freedom reflects the assumption that
it is freedom that makes life subjectively valuable. Thus
obligations incurred in the name of freedom to distribute
to the destitute at home or abroad have to have a cut off
that allows individuals to pursue a self-determining life.
Such cutoffs could apply domestically in liberal societies.
They apply a fortiori given the much greater global inequal-
ities. They should not be forced to be “moral saints” or be
subject to “moral tyranny.”20

It should be stressed that these objections to the appli-
cation of just redistribution should not apply to cases of
assistance to the destitute, particularly when they are reach-
able by neutral nonpolitical agencies, such as developmen-
tal nongovernmental organizations. Nor do those three
objections apply with equal force to social justice within
the zone of the pacific union of liberal states. Liberal states
have not formed an international commonwealth or a com-
prehensive scheme of social cooperation, but they do share
a common project of respect for individual rights and
they respect each other’s sovereignty; and so the second,
the security, objection to redistribution has no force.21

As importantly, as Peter Singer has pointed out, these
objections do not take into account the fact that thou-
sands, hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of indi-
viduals in the contemporary world would be happy to
emigrate to the existing “many peoples” of the developed
world on existing, liberal terms of citizenship, fully accept-
ing all the local, liberal norms and laws that currently
hold sway. Moreover, as Singer notes, the existing inter-
national economic order could be radically improved in
ways that meet many of the basic needs of the poor with
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even a minimal sacrifice (1 percent of income) of the
wealthy—if most of the wealthy were persuaded to make
this small sacrifice. Even though neither of these two mea-
sures is likely to establish a globally just economic order,
each separately and both together could certainly advance
the basic needs of the poor and be steps toward greater
justice.22

One World, Many Peoples: Rawls’s
The Law of Peoples
Even though advocates of global justice draw inspiration
from Rawls’s “justice as fairness” and even though Rawls
himself draws on Kantian ideas, Rawls himself draws very
different conclusions from both the advocates of global
justice and the Neo-Kantian advocacy of discriminate inter-
national justice. He shares with the Neo-Kantians the view
that the world is not an incipient single global scheme of
cooperation. He shares with the advocates of global jus-
tice a reluctance to draw lines of discrimination between
liberals and non-liberals.

Instead, Rawls starts at a different place—not with the
global original position of all individuals but with the
principles relevant to the relations among existing soci-
eties for the “international political world as we see it.”23

He wants to see whether we can justify after due reflection
(“reflective equilibrium”) the conventional principles of
peace and toleration embodied in ordinary international
law. Thus, rather than drawing the principles from a social
contract, he tests the principles to see if they can respond
to core concerns for human rights and stability—a “real-
istic utopia.”24

Rawls claims that eight principles—those characteriz-
ing the core ideas underlying conventional international
law—would be chosen:25

1. Peoples are free and independent, and their freedom
and independence are to be respected by other
peoples.

2. Peoples are to observe treaties and undertakings.
3. Peoples are equal and are parties to the agreements

that bind them.
4. Peoples are to observe a duty of non-intervention.
5. Peoples have the right of self-defense but no right to

instigate war for reasons other than self-defense.
6. Peoples are to honor human rights.
7. Peoples are to observe certain specified restrictions

in the conduct of war.
8. Peoples have a duty to assist other peoples living

under unfavorable conditions that prevent their hav-
ing a just or decent political and social regime.

These, together with provisions for free trade and inter-
national organizations to supplement cooperation, would
be selected in a second, world-level contract among “Free
and Equal Peoples.”

Are these principles a realistic code of behavior for peo-
ples? Rawls says they are. Rejecting realpolitik assump-
tions associated with the balance of power against power,
he ascribes to the “democratic peace” the mutual security
and toleration that provides a realistic political founda-
tion for the eight principles of the Law of Peoples, among
fellow liberal peoples. The more problematic issues are the
duties liberal peoples have to those other peoples less advan-
taged (redistributive duties to the global poor) and the
relations they have with non-liberal peoples (how wide is
the scope of toleration?). Here Rawls rejects the argu-
ments of both One World global redistribution and Neo-
Kantian liberalism, but not altogether persuasively.

Just Distribution among Many Peoples. Will peoples want
also to adopt a “difference principle” to distribute income
justly across borders? Controversially, separating his argu-
ment from the One World advocates of global justice, he
says they wouldn’t. This is because peoples will want to
preserve their independence and self-determination.

Relieving the suffering of the poor so that they can
experience health, well being and be self-determining, self-
respecting effective members of their society applies every-
where. But the usual domestic arguments that favor more
egalitarian distributions do not apply in an international
society of peoples.

Rawls is aware that societies are interdependent in that
they provide assistance to societies in need and trade
with each other and invest in each other’s economies.26

But, like the Neo-Kantians, he does not find a commit-
ment to a global social scheme of cooperation among
the world’s peoples. Instead, peoples have committed
themselves to their own cooperative schemes. This is
significant because peoples know that they may not all
agree on distributive principles.27 Observing existing
Free Peoples, Rawls notes that one sees that there are
various kinds of liberal arrangements, ranging from social
democratic to laissez faire societies. Many can be reason-
able, given national circumstances, not just the most
egalitarian.

Since they are not part of the same scheme of cooper-
ation, the standards of effective participation will differ
between societies. So, too, do the standards of what it
takes to lead a life in dignity and have a reasonable chance
of competing on the basis of equality of opportunity for
societal and political positions.28 As partial evidence of
this, we can see that existing democracies survive amidst
considerable poverty. India at $1720 and Senegal at $1600
are among the poorest, ranked 106 and 111 of 143 coun-
tries by gross domestic product per capita, yet both are
recognized democracies.29

The justice of the international distribution of resources
is also not crucial, according to Rawls, because states
do not need equal resources in order to establish “de-
cent” (to be defined below), self-determining domestic
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institutions. Indeed, imposing the same distribution
restricts the freedom of choice of poorer societies.30 For
example, some individuals in these societies will suffer
because their preference for low population growth, high
savings, and material prosperity will not be realized in
the society in which they find themselves born. This
is a morally arbitrary result. But so would be another
society’s imposing its preferences on the society with high
population growth, low saving, and limited material
growth.

Imposed redistribution also limits the legitimate free-
dom of wealthier societies, who have a right to choose
higher over lower savings rates or lower over higher rates
of population growth (both for the sake, for example, of
greater future income). Redistributing income each gen-
eration would vitiate their choices, violating their rights
to self-determination.31

Beyond Liberal, to Well-Ordered Peoples. Which peoples
can participate in the society of peoples, sharing the eight
principles of international order? Which peoples would
be likely to choose such a set of principles and have their
choices be mutually and reliably respected? Some Neo-
Kantians, as noted above, would limit the set of such
peoples, which Rawls calls “well-ordered”, to other lib-
eral peoples, excluding all those that do not meet the test
of representative democracy, protecting legally estab-
lished individual rights. In contradistinction, Rawls argues
that the set of well-ordered peoples should include not
merely liberal peoples but also other well-ordered peo-
ples that he calls “decent societies,” which include “decent
hierarchical societies.”32 These decent hierarchical peo-
ples are to enjoy all the rights of other well-ordered soci-
eties, even including the right to respect embodied in
not being enticed or or pressured into adopting liberal
domestic principles.33

Why would such decent hierarchical peoples respect
the eight principles? In part, Rawls says that they would
because being non-aggressive and respecting basic human
rights are part of what it means to be a decent people.
Beyond that, he adds further definition of what a decent
hierarchical people is: they are not likely to have cause to
be aggressive. Decent peoples respect human rights to
life (including basic rights: no torture, no starvation etc.)
but also freedom of thought and religion. They have a
consultation hierarchy such that rulers consult interest
groups, composed and represented by their own mem-
bers (e.g., women by women, etc.). They recognize a
right of dissent and governments duly reply, though not
necessarily comply.34 Unfortunately, we have no assur-
ance that semi-authoritarian governments actually do
abide by the eight principles, even with regard to their
relations with liberal peoples—think of Wilhemine
Germany in 1914 or late Czarist Russia and the aggres-

sive policies they pursued in the outbreak of World War
One.

Why would, why should, liberal peoples respect the
decent hierarchical peoples? Why, the liberal might ask,
respect them if they do not treat their own people with
equal respect? Partly, of course, Rawls answers that they
respect many human rights, do consult, etc.—they embody
key liberal principles. Under what circumstances could
one justify aggressive pressure when they so closely track
liberal values? The answer is sure to be just about never.
But Rawls asks more: that liberal peoples freely tolerate
these societies and eschew even criticizing them, even
though they do not accord equal rights to their members
or treat their members equally from even a political point
of view.

Can Rawls appeal to the stability of the democratic
peace thesis to support respect for decent hierarchicals, as
he did for tolerance and peace among liberal peoples? It
doesn’t appear so. Liberals respect other liberal govern-
ments because those governments represent individuals
who deserve respect. But that very logic of representative
respect that generates tolerance for fellow liberal peoples
generates suspicion of governments that systematically
remove themselves from democratic accountability to the
majority. If those governments will not trust their own
publics, why should we trust them? The record of war and
cold war between liberals and non-liberals lends support
to this, ranging from the record of tension and war on the
one hand between liberal France and Britain, and semi-
autocratic Germany on the other, before World War I, to
the cold war between the U.S. and the Soviet Union after
World War II. Lest we assume that this is solely a product
of autocratic aggression, recall the long record of liberal
imperialism in Africa, America, and Asia against societies
that offered insufficient protection for trade and private
property.35

Rawls suggests that it was insufficiencies in the equal
protection of rights or inadequacies in the social protec-
tions that ensured fair equality of opportunity (such as
unemployment or health insurance) that made liberal pol-
ities subject to manipulative elites and therefore aggressive
against non-liberal polities. But the evidence for this is
indeterminate. Semi-socialist Sweden and Denmark are
less militarily interventionist than (more) laissez faire U.S.,
but in modern times the UK, France, and Italy (all with
better social insurance than the U.S.) are no less
interventionist.

As further evidence of a prospect for international tol-
eration of hierarchicals,36 Rawls notes that in the ordi-
nary domestic life of liberal societies, liberals do respect
hierarchical institutions, such as the Catholic Church or
the authority of almost all universities, which are not
ruled democratically by all stakeholders, but oligarchically
by presidents, trustees and faculty. But neither the Cath-
olic Church nor a university is a fully comprehensive
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institution; nor are they sovereign institutions. In liberal
societies most of their members have ties, livelihoods and
affiliations outside those institutions and their members
can leave them and join other more congenial institu-
tions elsewhere, voluntarily. No such freedom of choice
holds internationally. Individuals can leave sovereign
states, but their freedom is practically constrained because
they have no correlative right to enter other sovereign
states.

Lastly, do they exist? Are there actually existing “decent
hierarchical societies”? Rawls implies as much and, with
obvious reference to the hierarchical rule and established
religion that are associated with many Islamic societies,
calls them “Kazanistans.”37 However, just as there are few,
if any, perfectly liberal democracies, so there are few, if
any, perfectly decent hierarchical societies. If we take his
criteria seriously but not absolutely, one can, however,
identify a handful of such states (see Table A1). Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, UAE, and maybe also Bhutan are
among them. The best case can be made for Oman, with
its consultative council (the Shura) and a record of domes-
tic toleration. Qatar and Bhutan also appear to be close to
meeting the Rawlsian criteria for decent hierarchies. Kuwait
and Bahrain are moving beyond hierarchy to democratic
governance (but with significant restrictions on who can
vote). The others do not clearly meet Rawls’ criteria.

Although legislative institutions are weak, these states,
including especially the Gulf states, benefit from small
size. One recent article makes this point well:

The small size of Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, and the UAE offsets
these weak [quasi-legislative] institutions. To varying degrees, all
the Gulf ruling families and elites provide some access to their
citizens by holding regular, but informal, meetings where citi-
zens can air complaints, petition for redress of grievances, or
otherwise try to influence decision-making. As one Bahraini inter-
locutor noted, “I don’t worry too much about whether I have a
vote or not—after all, I can talk to someone who talks to the
ruling family simply by picking up the phone.”38

One can wonder whether this is an elite privilege or
whether everyone enjoys the same two degrees of separa-
tion from the sovereign. But another scholar makes a sim-
ilar argument in regard to Oman. The Sultan of Oman
makes an annual tour of the country to hear complaints
and petitions from his people. At other times of the year,
“if a matter is urgent, a person can wait outside the palace
and stop the sultan’s car.”39

Do relations between liberal states and decent hierar-
chicals demonstrate respect and evidence stability? We lack
systematic tests of this issue, and impressionistic evidence
is contradictory. According to the U.S. Congressional
Research Service, after 9/11 the, “Gulf States, despite pub-
lic sentiment that sympathizes with some aspects of Al
Qaeda’s anti-U.S. views, have been [unusually?] support-
ive of the U.S. military effort against the Taliban and Al
Qaeda.”40 Nonetheless, both the U.S. and the U.K. are

spearheading a drive to democratize, modernize and lib-
eralize the region. Whatever the merits of this new “Mid-
dle East Initiative,” it is not a hallmark of the non-critical
respect that Rawls postulates.41

In short, evidence for a stable scheme of respect between
liberal peoples and decent hierarchicals—a scheme that
would significantly expand the society of well-ordered
peoples—is weak. Decent hierarchicals do not appear to
include the major non-liberal powers of the current world
order, such as China, which does not regularly tolerate
free speech, assembly, dissent or religion. Nor would they
likely include other non-liberal states, such as Myanmar
or Cuba, that are current objects of contention with the
liberal world.42 Decent hierarchicals do exist, but they
are few in number. They are small and lack population,
and there does not seem to have emerged any special
sense of solidarity or respect between them and liberal
peoples that would separate the decent hierarchicals from
the relations that would characterize the foreign policies
that shape international politics between liberals and non-
liberals in general.

Outlaw States and Burdened Societies. Outside the society
of well-ordered states, Rawls postulates that there lie out-
law states and burdened societies. Outlaw states are states
that do not respect the eight principles and do regularly
violate human rights. As such, they do not merit respect-
ful toleration by liberal peoples and, under extreme cir-
cumstances, may be justifiably intervened against in order
to prevent or stop genocide or other extreme abuses of
human rights.43 While well-ordered peoples will want to
take prudent measures of defense against such outlaw soci-
eties, this does not mean that well-ordered peoples may
treat them as objects for acquisition or exploitation. “Rea-
sonable”, not merely rational, standards that include mea-
sures to eventually bring outlaw societies within the society
of well-ordered peoples should govern policy. These stan-
dards can include criticism of the human rights violations
of these outlaw regimes and other forms of more material
pressure, including denial of membership in international
institutions and “the firm denial of economic and other
assistance.”44 Wars fought between well-ordered and out-
law states must, unlike so many wars in the past, be fought
according to the standard laws of wars, providing due
protection for noncombatants.

Burdened societies raise very different issues. They are
not expansive or aggressive, but they lack the institutions
and political culture, the material resources, and the phys-
ical and human capital needed to be well ordered. Well-
ordered peoples have a duty of assistance to help burdened
societies become well-ordered. This does not mean wealthy
or equal. Rawls has previously argued that wealth (beyond
a low minimum) is not required to become well ordered.
Nor are extensive resources needed (so that they need
not be distributed according to cosmopolitan, one world,
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standards of fair use). Culture and institutions, Rawls
argues, are much more important in determining a well-
ordered society than are natural resources. (Here he fol-
lows Amartya Sen’s arguments about the importance of
human rights as a means of securing the welfare of the
least advantaged.) Advice, much more than money, may
be useful to assist societies to appreciate the importance of
protecting the interests of the least advantaged, for exam-
ple, women (p. 110).45 In short, the aim is to assist all
societies in becoming self-determining well-ordered (at
least decent) participants in the society of peoples—
nothing beyond this, Rawls argues, is needed or justified.

Despite his arguments against cosmopolitan duties of
international economic distribution, it would be wrong to
see his work as a brief for global capitalism, or present
political and economic inequalities. The duties of assis-
tance that he posits would be radical in their present impli-
cations. Preventing starvation and ending gross abuses of
human rights presupposes that the wealthy and powerful
states will fulfill large commitments to humanitarian assis-
tance and international intervention. Assisting burdened
peoples and those subject to outlaw states is for Rawls a
true obligation. If it is limited by assistance until “decency”
is achieved, that does not mean that achieving a decent
society is any less ambitious a target in the current world
where, for example, 250 million mostly rural sub-Saharan
Africans live on less than a dollar a day, subject to climate
and other agricultural vagaries that make famine an ever-
present threat and their daily living precarious in the
extreme.46

Conclusion
Rawls’s Law of Peoples is a profound work that completes
his great works on the theory of (domestic) justice. It
challenges one world cosmopolitans by questioning whether
the distributive utopia they envision can be regarded as
realistic, given the world we know today and the peoples
that inhabit it. It challenges the Neo-Kantians who posit a
world of many peoples divided between liberal and non-
liberal zones by arguing that their moral vision does not
adequately take into account the respectability of some
peoples who embody principles of human rights and respect
for international law, even though they lack democratic
institutions.

The Law of Peoples’ limitations correspond to these dif-
ferences. It misses one of the great attractions of the cos-
mopolitan morality. In a world that is becoming
increasingly globalized, The Law of Peoples may be signal-
ing a tolerance for such large differences in material wel-
fare that the solidarity we will need to meet global
challenges will never be cultivated.47 It misses the realism
of the Neo-Kantians. We do not yet have good evidence
that liberal peoples will genuinely respect decent hierar-
chies, rather than either neglecting their existence or seek-
ing to transform, modernize and democratize them. Rawls
is a walking a narrow ledge, one that is at the same time
politically utopian and ethically traditional. But he has
delivered, profoundly, on what he promised: a reflection,
balancing the principles that liberal societies say they would
want to live by with the actual world of many peoples that
we currently inhabit.

Table A1
Candidates for Decent Hierarchical Societies

Candidate
Countries

Basic presupposition:
Consultation hierarchy?

Rulers obligated to
reply, and do reply, to

properly put demands?1

Criterion (1):
Non-aggressive

foreign
policy?2

Criterion (2a):
Human rights secured?3

1. Right to subsistence, security
2. No slavery, serfdom, forced

occupation
3. “Sufficient measure of liberty of

conscience”
4. Property
5. Similar cases treated similarly

Criterion (2b):4

Everyone a
responsible part

of the
cooperative

effort?

Criterion (2c):5

Sincere belief held
by judges and

ministers?

Possible further
criterion:6

Historically oppressed
groups represented
mostly by members
of their own group?

Oman
Yes

The sultan is absolute
ruler, but there is a “Con-
sultative Council” popu-
larly elected. Freedom
House says little about
what the Consultative
Council does. But “citi-
zens may petition the
gov’t indirectly through
their local governors to
redress grievances or
may appeal directly to the
sultan during his annual
three-week tour of the
country.”7

OK “All are allowed to worship freely.”

“Although traditional social pressures
keep many women from working or
taking part in public life, some have
come to occupy important positions in
commerce, industry, and other sectors.
Women hold around 30% of civil ser-
vice positions and enjoy equal educa-
tional opportunities. Female genital
mutilation is practiced in some rural
areas.”

“Laws prohibit criticism of the sultan
and provide for censorship of all domes-
tic and imported publications, though
journalists normally practice self-
censorship.”

— — —

(continued )
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Table A1 Continued

Candidate
Countries

Basic presupposition:
Consultation hierarchy?

Rulers obligated to
reply, and do reply, to

properly put demands?1

Criterion (1):
Non-aggressive

foreign
policy?2

Criterion (2a):
Human rights secured?3

1. Right to subsistence, security
2. No slavery, serfdom, forced

occupation
3. “Sufficient measure of liberty of

conscience”
4. Property
5. Similar cases treated similarly

Criterion (2b):4

Everyone a
responsible part

of the
cooperative

effort?

Criterion (2c):5

Sincere belief held
by judges and

ministers?

Possible further
criterion:6

Historically oppressed
groups represented
mostly by members
of their own group?

Kuwait
Yes, and
evolving
toward
democracy

“Suffrage is restricted to
males who are 21 yrs of
age or older, do not serve
in the armed forces, and
were not naturalized
within the last 20
years—14.8% of the
population.”

But “in practice . . .
unlicensed associations
are free to organize
informally. Informal social
gatherings, called
diwaniyas, provide a
forum for political
discussion.”

OK “Islam is the state religion. Both Sunnis
and Shias worship freely, though the
latter complain of insufficient
government funding for mosques and
religious training. The Christian
community of around 150K is allowed
to practice without interference. Hindus,
Sikhs, Bahais, and Buddhists can
worship privately, but may not construct
buildings for public worship.”
“Freedom of expression is restricted.”
“Freedom of assembly and association
is limited.”

— “Trials are open and
relatively fair, and
defendants have the right
to appeal verdicts and to
be represented by legal
counsel, which the courts
provide in criminal cases.
Suspects may be
detained for four days
before being brought
before an investigating
official; arbitrary arrests
and detentions are rare.
Prison conditions,
according to the U.S.
State Department, ‘meet
or exceed’ international
standards.”

No.

Bahrain
Yes,
verging
toward
democracy

Since 2002, elected
Chamber of Deputies,
though districted in
fashion to give
advantages to Sunnis
(Department of State
2003). Before 2003, a
Shura appointed by the
King.

OK, but
U.S.
Mid-East
base

— — — —

Qatar
Partial

There is a Shura ap-
pointed by Emir even
though it is supposed to
be a “partially elected
consultative council.”

OK Per capita income is $18,789.

“Freedom of expression is limited. . . . .
Al-Jazeera, which has gained
international attention for airing the
views of political dissidents from
around the Arab world, virtually ignores
domestic Qatari politics.”

“Public demonstrations are generally
prohibited.”

“The country’s small Shiite Muslim
minority is allowed to practice openly,
but not to organize traditional
ceremonies and rituals, such as
self-flagellation. While public worship
by non-Muslims remains officially
prohibited, they are allowed to conduct
services privately. In 2000, the
government authorized the first-ever
construction of three churches . . . .
Non-Muslims cannot bring suit in
Sharia courts, which handle most civil
claims.”

— — —

Bhutan
Partial

Hereditary king has
instituted a National
Assembly, chosen by a
consensus of family
heads at village level
open meetings, with
considerable influence
from the Government.

OK Problematic (see Department of State,
Country reports on Human Rights Prac-
tices: Bhutan)

— 85% of the population in
subsistence farming,
many unmet basic needs.

—

United Arab
Emirates

Partial to
No

“The seven dynastic rulers
of the emirates collectively
constitute the Federal
Supreme Council which
selects the president and
vice president every five
years and ratifies federal
legislation.” Not open to
wider non-official participa-
tion. “The 40-member
Federal National Council,
composed of delegates
appointed by the seven
rulers, serves as an advi-
sory body.”

OK “Non-Muslims, mostly foreign nationals,
may practice freely but may not prosely-
tize or distribute religious literature.
Although Christian churches and
schools are widespread, there are no
Buddhist temples and only one Hindu
temple in the UAE.”

“Women are well represented in educa-
tion, government and the professions,
but face discrimination in job benefits
and promotion.”

“Journalists and academics exercise
self-censorship regarding governmental
policy, national security, and religion.”

— — —

(continued )
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Notes
1 The recent report of the World Commission on the

Social Dimensions of Globalization comes to a
similar judgment, calling the current inequalities
“ethically unacceptable and politically unsustainable”
(2004, p.3).

2 For example, as developed by Singer 2002, chapter
one.

3 The literature reviewing Theory of Justice and The
Law of Peoples is vast and impressive. In addition, to
the specific citations below I have found helpful,
Amdur 1977, Barry 1982, Blake 2001, Buchanan
2000a, Caney 2002, Freeman 2005, Gudridge 2001,
Miller 1998, Moellendorf 1996, Tan 2001, and
Tucker 1975.

4 Doyle 1983b.
5 TJ.
6 TJ.
7 For an insightful review of this literature see Moel-

lendorf 1996.

8 These privileges are not completely equal across all
categories; the presidency, for example, is limited to
citizens born in the United States.

9 Beitz 1975, Pogge 1994.
10 Singer 1972.
11 Singer also grounds his argument in a utilitarian

critique of Northern government expenditures in
1971, the crucial famine year. What is the implica-
tion, he asks, given that Australia spent more money
on the Sydney Opera House than on famine relief
or Britain more on development of the Concord.

12 While Singer formulates his ethic only in terms of
emergencies and not in terms of lesser inequalities,
the two are quite closely related in practice and
Singer broadens the analysis to poverty in One World
(2002). Perhaps the simplest way to see this is to
consider that even given a severe drought in the
United States—there is little (if any) chance of
Americans experiencing famine conditions. Utilitari-
ans should have no problem imploring us to care

Table A1 Continued

Candidate
Countries

Basic presupposition:
Consultation hierarchy?

Rulers obligated to
reply, and do reply, to

properly put demands?1

Criterion (1):
Non-aggressive

foreign
policy?2

Criterion (2a):
Human rights secured?3

1. Right to subsistence, security
2. No slavery, serfdom, forced

occupation
3. “Sufficient measure of liberty of

conscience”
4. Property
5. Similar cases treated similarly

Criterion (2b):4

Everyone a
responsible part

of the
cooperative

effort?

Criterion (2c):5

Sincere belief held
by judges and

ministers?

Possible further
criterion:6

Historically oppressed
groups represented
mostly by members
of their own group?

Jordan
Problematic

Elected parliament, but
Palestinian refugees “now
comprise a majority of the
population.”

OK “The government . . .suppressing
criticism of Jordanian relations with
Israel and banning all demonstrations.”

“Government monitoring of telephone
conversations and Internet
communication is routine.”

“Christians and Jews are officially
recognized . . . and allowed to worship
freely. Baha’is and Druze are allowed
to practice their faiths, but are not
officially recognized.”

— — “Although women
constitute only 14% of the
workforce, the
government has made
efforts to increase the no.
of women in the civil
service. In December, the
government announced
plans to guarantee
women a quota of seats
in parliament.”

“Jordanians of Palestinian descent face
discrimination in employment by the
government and the military and in
admission to universities.”

Nepal
No

Beginning in 1990, a
democratically elected
assembly. But a violent
Maoist insurgency, the
massacre of the royal
family in 2001 created a
crisis. The King dismissed
Parliament in 2002 and
decided to rule alone with
appointed cabinet.

— Basic security and human needs
threatened by the Maoist insurgency

— — —

Saudia
Arabia

No

? “Freedom of religion in Saudi Arabia is
virtually nonexistent for those who do
not adhere to the Wahhabi interpretation
of Sunni Islam.”

“Women in Saudi Arabia are second-
class citizens.”

— Torture of prisoners
regularly happens.

—

1Rawls, Law of Peoples (1999), 72. This section has benefited from the research assistance of Ihsan Dogramaci.
2Ibid, 64.
3Ibid., 65.
4Ibid., 65–66.
5Ibid., 66–67.
6Ibid., 75.
7Unless otherwise noted, all quotations are from Freedom House, Freedom House Country Reports: 2003, http://www/freedomhouse.org/research/freeworld/2003/countries.html.
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about the 90% of the 40,000 deaths per day due to
non-emergency chronic hunger conditions.

13 This is an argument I made in Doyle 1983b and
elaborated in Doyle 1997, chapter 11.

14 See Doyle 1983a and for extensive discussion, in-
cluding a variety of proponents and critics, Brown
et al. 1996.

15 Isaiah Berlin, for example, suggests the prior impor-
tance of at least a minimum level of subsistence
before personal and political liberty can be enjoyed
(Berlin 1969, “Introduction”).

16 TJ, 252–53.
17 Rawls’s position is, however, complex, resting as

much as anything on his view that peoples from
different cultures do not possess the (non-political)
cultural common ground to “construct” a just cos-
mopolitan order. Here a dissenting line of liberal
thought (one distinct from both utilitarianism and
global common law) is worth mentioning: Explicitly
motivated by questions of development in the
Global South, Martha Nussbaum, Amartya Sen and
Seyla Benhabib have recently attempted to construct
a universalistic philosophy of “human capabilities”
that stakes out what might be called the middle
ground between Rawls and the a priori cosmopoli-
tanism of Pogge, Singer and Beitz (Benhabib 1995).
Another route to justice not explored here is piece-
meal justice, issue by issue. In this model, as sug-
gested to me by Charles Beitz, the fair play
principles appropriate to a just trade regime or just
regime of environmental cooperation would be
established and global justice would only be exam-
ined as a residual guarantee. Undoubtedly, a just
trade regime would go a long way towards reducing
global inequalities. Agricultural and other commod-
ity subsidies in the industrial North violate just
principles of fair play free trade and greatly discrimi-
nate against the less developed world of the global
South. The owner of the average cow in Europe or
Japan receives a subsidy ten times the income per
capita of the lowest fifth of the world’s human popu-
lation. Cotton and other commodities in the U.S.
receive equally egregious subsidies. Removing those
subsidies, permitting developing world exporters
greater access to the markets of the developed
North, would thus be a large step toward global
justice and equality. But the removal of those subsi-
dies would not address the inequalities that charac-
terize the poorest parts of the world that lack the
productive facilities and access to markets that
would encourage them to grow their way out of
poverty. These poorest areas need assistance to de-
velop the physical and social infrastructure that
would permit them to take advantage of global trade
(assuming that it was organized on fair basis) and

this assistance would seem to need to be motivated
by more global considerations of justice such as
those that the cosmopolitans raise.

18 If the maximum effective size of a deliberative
legislature is the conventional 500 or so, a global
constituency would have to be of the order of
8 million persons. The other alternative to direct
representation—confederal solutions that mix
direct and indirect elections—also attenuate the
political life of the citizen or create grounds for
serious conflict between the local government
and the remote confederation. But the range
of effective institutions governing a viable commu-
nity has varied over time, as Beitz notes, raising
the issue of whether current institutional
capacities should constrain duties. See Beitz 2000,
683.

19 This prohibition need not include small payments
into multilateral institutions that (albeit via a mid-
dleman) already result in some minor such redistri-
butions—for example, some of Israel’s contributions
to UN institutions actually end up funding projects
that benefit its enemies. The question of “where to
draw the line” as it relates to the still simmering
debate over a more significant multilateral tax in
exchange for the privilege of UN membership is an
interesting one indeed.

20 See the argument of Susan Wolf 1982.
21 Kant’s argument for the mutual security that should

be established among fellow liberal republican states
is in “Perpetual Peace” (Kant 1970).

22 Singer 2002, 169–70 and 193–95, but as Carens
1989 notes completely open immigration might
limit the ability of the citizens of wealthier societies
to choose the kinds of health and social policies that
they would prefer. Generous social benefits might be
swamped by uncontrolled immigration. For a valu-
able criticism of Rawls’s neglect of migration and the
import of that neglect for his overall argument see
Benhabib 2004.

23 LP, 83.
24 LP 1999, 86.
25 LP, 37.
26 Rawls discusses international distributive justice and

his rejection of One World standards, in LP,
113–20.

27 LP, 55.
28 LP, 114–15.
29 Gross domestic product per capita as ranked by the

CIA World Fact Book (1999) and democracies/”free
countries” as determined by Freedom House’s Free-
dom in World (2004).

30 Macedo 2004 effectively develops and elaborates
on the importance of this point. For other argu-
ments supporting views related to Rawls’s on the
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importance of autonomy and the political founda-
tion of justice, see Blake 2001 and Nagel 2005.

31 Beitz 2000, 692, replies to Rawls that not redistrib-
uting international income makes later generations
in the poorer country bear the burdens of choices
that their ancestors made. This difference is not
readily resolved on the basis of claims to
self-determination.

32 There are other forms of decent people, but Rawls
does not focus on them.

33 LP, 61.
34 LP, 75.
35 See Doyle 1983b.
36 LP, 69.
37 LP, 69. Rawls notes that decent hierarchical societies

are effectively ideal types or hypotheticals. There
may not be any given society that exactly embodies
all his criteria: “I do not argue against this conten-
tion, and indeed it may be true” (75n.).

38 Byman and Green 1999, 10.
39 Riphenburg 1998, 69.
40 Katzman 2003, 1.
41 See the speech by UK Foreign Minister Jack Straw,

“Partnership for Reform in the Arab World” at the
Civility [sic] Programme on Middle East Reform
(March 1, 2004) in http:://www.caabu.org/press/
documents/straw-eu-fpc.html. National Security
Adviser Condeleeza Rice described the communiqué
on the Middle East Initiative as “a very strong affir-
mation of the need for reform and change in the
Middle East, for the need for modernization in the

Middle East because, in fact, you cannot have the
kind of economic renaissance that needs to take
place in the Middle East without doing something
to enhance the creativity of (their) people.” (Cox
News Service, June 8, 2004, 12:00 a.m.).

42 Rawls discusses none of these states. Whether they
would fit as outlaw states depends for him on either
or both their human rights records and tendencies
toward aggression.

43 LP, 81. Benevolent dictatorships, a fifth category of
state, do not merit the respect accorded to decent
hierarchical societies (because they do not embody
consultation hierarchies, etc.) but since they do not
violate basic rights and are not aggressive, they too
have a right of self-defense and should not be ag-
gressed against (LP, 92).

44 LP, 93.
45 LP, 110.
46 For a discussion of realistic remedial measures, see

the UN Millenium Project 2005.
47 For a careful survey of the state of the (inadequate)

state of the literature on global inequality and its
significance, see Galbraith 2002). It is significant
that the UN’s Millennium Development Goal on
extreme poverty reduction (reducing by half the
proportion of people living on less than a $1 a day
by 2015) is being met. At the same time, it is worth
noting that almost all progress is attributable to
growth in China and India. Africa, Central Asia and
Eastern Europe are all in retrograde motion and
Latin America is stagnant.
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